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Exterior Doors and Windows 

___The doors are solid wood or made of steel. 

___Deadbolt locks have a minimum 1” throw. 

___Deadbolt locks that can be opened without a key from 
the inside are at least 40” from glass windows. 

___Locks that are within 40” of glass windows are the type 
that requires a key to open them from the inside and the 
outside (double cylinder locks). 

___The doorframe is strong and tight enough to prevent 
forcing from the outside. Consider installing a door jamb 
brace re-enforcer.   

___Strike plates are installed properly with 4” screws. 

___Hinge pins are on the inside of the door. If they are on 
the outside, they are non-removable.  

___There is a wood or metal bar in the track of the sliding 
glass door or a security bar that is specifically designed 
to go across the interior side of the fixed panel.  

___The sliding glass door is pinned or has an auxiliary lock. 
Auxiliary locks are additional security to the lock 
mechanism already installed.    

___There are screws in the top track of the sliding door to 
prevent the door from being lifted off the track. 

___The sliding glass door does not move up and down eas-
ily and cannot be pulled open when locked. 

___No spare keys are hidden outside of the residence.  

___If there are no windows in the door, there is a wide-
angle viewer or voice intercom device. 

___Screen/storm doors are locked when you are home.   

___The front door entrance can be easily observed from the 
street or public area. 

 

___First floor windows are locked. Upper floor windows that 
open onto a porch, a garage roof, or adjoining buildings 
are locked. 

___Windows have adequate locks in operating condition. 

___Slide windows have a wood or metal bar in the track. 

___Double hung windows are pinned. 

___Metal windows and basement windows have auxiliary 
locks or security bars in place.  

___Window air conditioners are secured from the inside. 

Lighting and Landscaping 

___Motion lights are installed on the side and rear of the 
house. 

___Exterior lights are checked periodically to ensure they 
are in good working order.  

___Sufficient light is emitted to eliminate blind spots or 
shaded areas. 

___Interior lights are kept on when away from home. 

___Lights are kept on timers when away from the residence 
for extended periods of time. 

___Landscaping does not offer concealment for unwanted 
individuals at entrances to residence. 

___Shrubs are trimmed so they are below window level. 

___Trees are trimmed so branches are above window level. 

___House numbers are visible from the street. 

___Fences are locked. 

(Continued on the next page)    
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An important step in preventing home burglary and other crimes is to make sure that a residence is as secure as possible. In 

an effort to reduce crime and to assist citizens in securing their homes, the department has developed a “Home Security Sur-

vey Checklist”. 

HOW TO BETTER SECURE YOUR RESIDENCE  
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Garages and Sheds 

___Garage and shed doors are kept closed and locked when not 
in use. This includes when you are outside and unable to consis-
tently view the garage/shed.  

___Car keys are not kept in the vehicle when it is parked in the 
garage.  

___Passwords on a keyless remote entry system are not worn off 
the keypad and are changed every six months.  

___Garage door openers are not left in vehicles parked in the 
driveway or on the street. 

___The pedestrian door to the garage has a deadbolt lock with a 
minimum 1” throw. 

___Garage windows are kept locked and covered with some type 
of window covering. 

___Tools, ladders, and other equipment are kept in the garage 
when not in use. Ladders are never left outside. 

Alarms 

___The alarm system is utilized when away from the residence and 
when in bed. 

___Alarm company signs are on the windows or in the front yard 
displaying that the residence has an alarm system. 

___Individuals living in the residence are familiar with the alarm 
operation.  

___The alarm code/password is not displayed on the alarm box. 

Home Inventory 

___While there are several things you can do to prevent being the 
victim of theft or burglary, even the most vigilant will unfortu-
nately fall prey to the criminal element. That is why it is impor-
tant to keep a record of your valuables. Complete a Home 
Inventory Form and a Credit Card Inventory Form. These forms 
can be downloaded from the Toledo Police Department web-
site at www.toledopolice.com.  

    

 

___Record valuables that are most likely to be stolen. (e.g. TVs, 
computer gaming systems, laptops, video recorders, cameras, 
jewelry, tools, lawn mowers, snow blowers, etc.) 

___Attach receipts of expensive items to your inventory form. 

___Make valuables less attractive to a thief by writing your street 
address and zip code on them with an engraver or permanent 
marker. Don’t forget to mark CDs, DVDs, and video games 
with a permanent marker. 

___Photograph unique possessions such as antiques and jewelry. 
Attach photos to the inventory form. 

___Remember to include items kept in closets, drawers, the attic, 
the basement, the garage, the shed, and automobile trunks. 

___Make copies of your inventory form. Keep one copy hidden in 
your home and the other at your workplace or with a trusted 
family member or friend. 

___Keep a list of the credit cards you possess and the correspond-
ing telephone numbers to call if you need to report them lost 
or stolen. Do not record the credit card account number on this 
list. Make two copies and hide one copy in your home and the 
other at your workplace or with a trusted family member or 
friend. 

___Contact your insurance company and make sure you have the 
proper policy to cover your valuables. 

Neighborhood Block Watch 

___Participate in a Neighborhood 
Block Watch program. To find 
out how to start a block watch 
or if there is an active block 
watch in your neighborhood, 
contact Officer Slay of the 
Central District station at (419) 
936-3850 or Officer Mohr of 
the Scott Park District Station at 
(419) 936-3811. You may also 
visit the department website at 
www.toledopolice.com.   
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